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respectable as a grammar school, but the thing must be done.
One of the tasks created by the Education Act of 1944 is that of
developing practical types of secondary education such as that
described by the Spens Committee as "a liberal education with
science and its applications as the core and inspiration." The
technical and trade schools, commercial schools, and junior
art departments, small in number and restricted in aims, were
all we had to begin with. There is indeed a long distance to travel.
Secondary There is a still longer distance to travel before the
(modern) intention as to secondary (modern) education can
education be realized. The term "modern" was suggested
by the "Hadow" Report on the Education of the
Adolescent (1926) to differentiate from the grammar schools,
those schools which gave at least a four-year course from the
age of 11+, "with a 'realistic' or practical trend in the last
two years." Towards the accomplishment of the intention of
the Act of 1944, that the secondary (modern) school shall
provide the secondary education of the majority of the nation's
children, it is not too much to say that a great deal still remains
to be done. The most favourably conditioned of the senior
and central schools, and indeed some of the deplorably
conditioned senior schools, have done good work. But in the
nature of the case they can only point the way to the secondary
(modern) schools of Mr. R. A. Butler's dreams—with a higher
leaving age, smaller classes, and general accommodation in no
way inferior to that of the present grammar schools. These
secondary schools for "the masses" will provide, among other
things, a wide range of craft work, and great attention to the
home-making aspect of education.
Combination   The writer of these words resides in a thinly
of types      populated area, where the local authority has
issued its provisional plan of educational re-
construction. The first cursory glance at the document reveals

